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Abstract: Situated in the contemporary city’s formative and transformative processes studies 
macro area, especially looking for specialized parts, the paper focuses on the most complex and so-
phisticated example of contemporary urban fabrics: the tridimensional special urban fabric. The 
purpose is to trace an hypothesis of formative process, starting from the experimental innovation 
of the XIX century such as the introduction of escalators and elevators and the consecration of 
the suburban mall’s type. Through the formation of wider multilevel fabrics in north-american, 
asian and arabic cities the process leads up to the actual phase, in which, tridimensional special 
fabrics, even subjected by several problematic questions, constitutes a source for transforma-
tion, aiming at improving urban life quality, very needed in the current suburban-digital urban 
environment. The last part of the paper is devoted to the current phase and to the analysis of 
problematics and critical elements of contemporary tridimensional special fabrics. As a result of 
the study of the formative/transformative process, by continuing critically it in a virtual “future 
phase” some transformation perspectives conclude the paper.

1. Introduction

The topography of the phalanstery traces an original site which is broadly that of palaces monasteries, 
manors, and great blocks of buildings in which are mingled an organization of the building and an organi-
zation of territory, so that architecture and urbanism reciprocally withdraw in favor of an over-all science 
of human space, the primary characteristic of which is no longer protection, but movement: the phalan-
stery is a retreat within which one moves. […] The greatest concern of this organization is communication. 
Like the adolescent groups who live together during their summer vacations whit constant pleasure and 
regretfully return home in the evenings, the societaries have only a temporary place for undressing and 
sleeping, warmed only by a brazier. In contrast Fourier describes with great predilection and insistence 
the covered, heated, ventilated galleries, sanded basements, and corridors raised in columns that connect 
the palaces or manors of neighboring tribes. A private place is allowed solely for lovemaking, and even 
this is only so that the unions made during the bacchanalias, get-to-gethers, or meetings for the purpose 
of selecting a companion, can be consummated – or ‘sealed’1

1.  Barthes R. (1989), p. 112.
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1.1. Routes and fabrics

Movement, exchange and communication are at the origins of every human and urban aggrega-
tion at every latitude. Routes in its different roles and limits constitutes the permanent witness 
of the mutual dependence relationship between settlements and movement.

At all the different observation scale they act as vital lymph channels for the construction 
of the anthropic environment, diatopically, even in remote and distant cultural areas. While 
connecting these areas, on a territorial and global scale, a route emanates and propels, at the 
smallest urban and aggregative scale, on its pertinent stripes2, the human settling work. A long 
pragmatical research work for controlling and appropriating the soil, dividing its fertile parts 
into lots, then defined through agricultural fences, up to substituting agricultural uses with 
building units, thus slowly reaching the formation of a mature urban fabrics. 

The same interscalar route plays an important role at the territorial scale, but also produces 
and contaminates the urban fabric and its component parts, the buildings units. Both in base 
building and, more clearly, in its specializations, building production is largely based on a spon-
taneous and critical organization of external and internal spaces through hierarchies of routes 
and polarities/nodalities, all synthesized in the routes’ system. Tridimensionally introjected 
into base units (row houses) or special ones with their nodes (stairs, elevators, escalators, all 
understood as nodalities and as tridimensional/vertical overturned paths) and internal polar-
izations-compartments, routes reproduce at the building scale the anthropic phenomenon of 
fabric production, a complex behavior characterized by a high degree of mutual solidarity and 
hierarchy between the component parts. This fabric can be investigated in its structural config-
uration as composed by travel lines (routes) which interconnect significative points (poles) in 
a network controlled at the intersections by other key elements (nodes), that express on their 
own pertinent stripes ‘human settlement’ activities. This dynamic system, at least in the west-
ern world, tends to be organized in blocks and related specializations/transformations, even at 
the smallest scales: from furniture to the scale of the domestic setting and objects3.

But, routes in contemporary built environment assumes an even more significant and impor-
tant role than in the past. In a context where, real and virtual, accelerated movement of people, 
goods and ideas take progressively largely areas of interest and business, routes and movements 
represents themselves as first elements to be taken in consideration. As in the quoted Utopian 
community of Fourier, the places for exchange and communication conquered the very heart of 
the built environment, reducing individual residence to smaller and smaller units, almost only 
a bed to sleep.

Huge urban systems of contemporary world, from western ones like London, New York, 
Paris to those of the ever-growing eastern cities, such as Mumbai, Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Sin-
gapore or Tokyo, all manifest a behavior and a scenario assimilable to what just exposed. Even if 
located in different territories and cultural areas, once not very connected due to big distances 
separating them, both in an urban context and in a suburban context, all they are increasingly 
innervated and based on routes, physical and virtual communication channels.

After the end of industrial era, the substitution of the horizontal and linear development 
model that regulated the production of human settlements up that moment with the network 
model, gives the main role to the routes’ network nodes and poles. Thus, the settlements that 

2. Caniggia, G. (2017), p. 108.
3. Introjected urban fabrics; building scale, see: Strappa (2014), p. 119; Buongiorno V. (2019); smaller scales, see: Cipolla 

A. (2015), chap. 1; Regazzoni Caniggia A. (1982).
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constitute such polarities and nodalities, know a progression and sophistication, carried on 
through processes of specialization and horizontal/tridimensional transformation.

New routes with unprecedented vehicular traffic flows quality and quality strongly modify 
the existing route network and build new ones. The new specialized accelerated traffic flows 
and their incompatibility with traditional routes, leads to the formation of specialized route’s 
surfaces designed to fulfill the new technical requirements (slopes, curvature radius, a layout 
conceived for automobile use), of new specialized territorial nodalities resulting from the by-
pass and the flyover route’s specializations4. New specialized nodalities that project the network 
of routes in a tridimensional perspective, able to allow the access to the intersection for many 
users without interferences of different traffic flows and directions5 (see Figure 1).

The tridimensional nature of the network and its consecration in nodalities/intersection 
is an unprecedented fact and a harbinger of important changes. In the contemporary context, 
from XIX century, it is possible to observe the development of experimental projects for new 
fabrics, coherently with the changed character of the routes, which firstly become extremely 
faster (through the railway and car transport introduction), to dematerialize later with dig-
italization. 

But the design for new built environment able to fit rapid changes of modernity soon clashes 
with difficult or almost impossible renunciations. The fabric is one of these problematic topics. 

Fabric, an anthropic necessity, as indispensable and inherent in the deepest soul of man is 
the act of walking to reach remarkable places/poles (religious, civic, for trade, etc), and that 
of identifying walking lines-trails-paths-route, “reading” the territory, its topography and the 
lines and parts most suitable to be traveled. 

To this urgent need, man of the contemporary age, member of a car-oriented, suburban so-
ciety, having reached a state of maturity in which it is difficult to control an oversized urban 
phenomenon, responds with the formation of new fabric types, new urban nuclei that can sat-
isfy the ancestral needs of urbanity even if inserted within the suburban organism, to give to 
suburban inhabitants a place for sharing and community activities, almost an extract of the old 
traditional city, with its thick fabrics, to which it had been accustomed for millennia.

This new fabric takes on a built and typological form, throughout the XX century, through 
a long and complex process in the new type of the Suburban Shopping mall6. It is a fabric posi-
tioned at the special routes network’s nodalities/polarities and settled on specialized pedestrian 
routes within a bypass route which distributes traffic and vehicle parking on several levels, by 
extracting them from the internal pedestrian fabric. The suburban mall constitutes that piece 
of city to which the man of the XX century cannot give up, a city that is often a simulacrum 
and masks for private and commercial purposes, that in his morphology, meanwhile shows the 
resistant traces of spontaneous ancestral anthropic urban acts. Above all, Suburban mall has a 
foundational importance because it represents the first example of a specialized tridimensional 
fabric, resulting from the fabric’s formation on routes, in proximity to the routes’ network no-
dalities, which for their high specialization intersect and polarize each other, on several levels, 
through the use of bidimensional or tridimensional bypass knot that allow the total absence of 
mutual interference among the numerous traffic flows.

Special tridimensional complex fabrics will bring the innovative formative processual tools 
of the mall’s specialized fabric to the extreme consequences. Using specialized and multilevel 

4. Bypass route, see: Liebs C.H. (1995), Flyover, see: Hindley G. (1972).
5. Hindley G. (1972); Buongiorno V. (2019), pag. 27-37.
6. Buongiorno V. (2019); Strappa G., Buongiorno V. (2018).
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Figure 1. Routes networks compared morphology, by Buongiorno V. (2019) (a. Specialized routes network with main 
nodalities settled into bypass route rings; b. Traditional territorial routes network with settlement on the route's 
pertinence stripes; c. Specialize multilevel fly-over nodality; d. Traditional one level nodality).

bypasses and flyover nodes together with escalators, elevators and travelators, in contexts of 
high population density, in urban or periurban areas, since the late II postwar period, a new 
fabric type distinguished itself for its development on multiple levels, in height, and for the 
complex hierarchy of specialized routes that interconnects individual buildings (often towers) 
through walkways and bridges at high altitude and/or underground paths.

The evolution of new tridimensional fabric, from suburban mall up to its results of the third 
millennium along with its formative and transformative process are the subject of this paper.

The process will be illustrated by referring to case studies of cities characterized by the pres-
ence of fabrics located in North America, Asia and Arabia, built ensembles at high altitude such 
as Honk Kong, Shenzhen, Minneapolis or Ryahd or at underground level, such as Montreal.

2. Methodology

The interpretative work, in the conviction that it is useful and profitable for the scientific 
reading of the built environment, to carry out a structural analysis aimed at understanding its 
characteristics and operating processes as an organism, focuses on the methodological concept 
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of route as a supporting axis for settling activities in all eras, also and above all the contem-
porary one. Thus, the research is set within an horizon in which building, aggregates ad urban 
organism are read as belonging to 

[…] a process in which, after the formation of the paths that results from the recognition of the soil 
suitability and the orographic shape for travelling, the act of building as a further “finalized transfor-
mation of matter, can be read as a specialized modification of a part of the territory, particular tech-
nical-economic moment within the anthropization process: individual finalization of the operation, 
which will be followed by a collective finalization and an organic synthesis7.

Simultaneously to investigate the built environment, the reality of the organism is observed 
at the different scales, in its globality, taken into consideration beyond the single datum of 
route(s), by referring to dyadic couples of opposite and complementary elements of the settle-
ment system.

It is possible to read the formation and first transformation of territorial structures through a fun-
damental dyad of opposite and complementary terms composed of ‘paths’ and ‘settlements’, linked 
to motion and to rest, according to the primordial needs of man to feed and protect himself and 
attributing to the term ‘settlement’ the meaning of a temporary or stable structure consisting of a set 
of dwellings organically linked to a complementary productive pertinent area8.

The interpretation, carried on through the comparative observation of emblematic case 
studies, is aimed at tracing an hypothesis of the type-morphological formative process that led 
to the current phase and configuration of these settlement organisms, by using the tools of the 
tradition of Italian processual typological approach studies in Urban Morphology9.

The goal is to observe the contemporary built environment organism in its globality and 
processuality, beyond contradictions due to changed economic, social and technical conditions, 
and searching instead for a deep genetic, diachronic, internal logic10.

In the critical reconstruction of the formative process the built reality of existing tridimen-
sional fabrics is subjected to comparative analysis together with that virtually built and exist-
ing in the critical conscience of the modern architect-author, of unbuilt projects. The latter, 
although not concretized in the built reality, are considered as a fundamental part of the pro-
cess. Therefore, for example, the case of Parisian passages specialized fabric and that of unbuilt 
tridimensional specialized fabrics like the London Pedway or Fourier’s Utopian city are simulta-
neously considered in the type’s formative process.

Finally, looking at a processual design perspective, in which the architect’s authorial design 
proposal is the result of a critical interpretative reading and conscious relationship towards the 
ongoing formative process11, the paper proposes some future transformative perspectives.

7. Strappa G. (2016), p. 25.
8. Strappa G., Ieva M., Dimatteo M.A. (2003), p. 17; translated by the author from the original text: “È possibile leggere la formazione 

e prima trasformazione delle strutture di un territorio attraverso una fondamentale diade di termini opposti e complementari compos-
ta da ‘percorsi’ e ‘insediamenti’, legati al moto ed alla sosta in funzione dei bisogni primordiali dell’uomo di alimentarsi e proteggersi, 
attribuendo al termine ‘insediamento’ il significato di struttura provvisoria o stabile costituita da un insieme di abitazioni relazionate 
organicamente ad un’area complementare produttiva di pertinenza”.

9. Strappa, G. (2018).
10. Strappa, G. (2017).
11. Strappa, G. (2018).
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3. Analysis/Results

3.1. Formative process

New specialized routes and fabrics

While the path in the “traditional” fabric acts as a centralizing axis, a generative line but at the 
same time also a virtual and permeable frontier between the portions of settlement arisen from 
its two pertinent stripes, the contemporary path is instead a dividing line12, an impermeable 
border between the two parts of fabric, which generates division and segregation.

The clearest and most mature manifestation of a contemporary path is represented by the 
highway. In its mature, urban, extra-urban and territorial/landscape version, it is a divisive ele-
ment, a specialized traffic channel, rather indifferent towards the territories it crosses, connect-
ed to the territory only through specific episodes, toll gates (poles) and flyover intersections 
(nodes). Such a specialized element, in a suburban context, produces a new settlement pattern, 
that of the suburban city in which the aggregation organism develops by placing the settlement 
unit (single-family house-bungalow) in the middle of the plot. No longer in adherence and 
osmotic solidarity to the route, no longer according to a row aggregative principle: the path is 
reduced to a mere transport channel, deprived of its urban generativity (see: Figure 1).

The formative process of highway route type, backwards, includes among the oldest examples 
of specialized route/fabric. An example is given, in urban context, by the Parisian Boulevards 
introduced with the transformation plan by Haussmann. In the dense fabric of narrow medieval 
paths, the plan adopted in 1852 introduces break-through routes13, which in their cross section’s 
configuration (width and adjacent pertinent stripes arranged as a garden, almost analogous to 
what will take place in the modern highway more radically isolated from the territory) and lon-
gitudinal extension, proves to be designed for an increased traffic flow. Thus, they act as dividing 
lines, impermeable barriers for pedestrian and urban life, erected in the living body of the city.

In response to this problematic situation, the construction of passages system is the first 
attempt to create a parallel and superimposed network of specialized routes dedicated to pe-
destrians and the retail function to allows the rational separation of traffic not compatible (see: 
Figure 2). The passage14, progenitor of commercial galleries and Arcades has the advantage – 
similarly to what will distinguish, later, suburban shopping mall – of a tranquility in relation to 
the of the boulevard’s high traffic flow dangers, for walking and making comparative shopping.

Almost simultaneously, Fourier’s utopian community city15 prefigures, from another per-
spective, a development of specialized routes that bypass the ground floor level traffic and are 
dedicated exclusively to pedestrian use, indeed conceived as ‘social condensers’. These new aerial 
routes can be interpreted as a tridimensional evolution of several original experiences that go in 
a similar direction: on one hand, passages, built in the urban block’s courtyard spaces as new spe-
cialized contradas, on the other hand the commercial galleries, arcades and department stores, 
set up in the courtyard space through a process of specialization and urban knotting borrowed 
by other typological processes (monastery, palazzo)16.

12. Asse accentrante/accentrating axis and linea dividente/dividing line notions, see: Strappa, G. (1995), p. 82.
13. Caniggia (2017), p. 115.
14. Geist, J. F. (1995); Lemoine, B. (1989).
15. Barthes R. (1989), p. 112.
16. Buongiorno V. (2019), p. 109-116; Strappa, G., Buongiorno, V. (2018).
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Figure 2. Parisian Passages, early special pedestrian 
routes network: Panoramas, Jouffroy and
Verdeau sequence, by Lemoine, B. (1989)
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The transition process, from path as a centralizing axis to dividing line has various and complex 
times and dynamics in the different cultural areas. 

At different times, in all the cultural areas in which the process of transformation and spe-
cialization of paths and related built aggregates, between the two mature phases17, there is an 
intermediate phase which shows the tendency towards specialization of contemporary routes 
using tools and dynamics of traditional paths and fabric. This phase produces contradictory situ-
ations of clogging and incongruity such as those of American downtowns or European historical 
centers. Starting from the first decades of Haussmann Paris and then, more decisively, from Los 
Angeles region during the first decades of the XX century – a real experimental laboratory for 
the development of specialized routes and fabric – the simultaneous work of transformation and 
specialization of existing fabrics (downtowns) with the introduction of specialized motor vehicle 
routes within them18 along with the development of new downtowns in the suburban area such as 
the Miracle Mile, constitute a sort of compromise between old and the new, urban and suburban19. 
Only later the development of suburban specialized fabrics such as those of the Suburban Shopping 
Mall will lead to the formation of the mature type of tridimensional specialized fabrics.

Suburban fabrics specialization and bidimensional bypass routes

Located in polar and nodal positions within the grid of specialized routes that structure the 
suburban territorial organism, new fabrics are born in response to the incompatibility of the 
old urban fabrics – clogged for forced grafting of specialized motorway routes within them – to 
suburban life in its aspects of social, economic and cultural exchange.

Taking in consideration the experience of downtown and miracle miles clogged by the traffic 
flows of the suburban car-oriented city and the weak attempts at resolution through the crea-
tion of special bypass routes that distribute the fabric without clogging it, therefore allocating 
it to a non-exclusive pedestrian fruition, in the middle of the XX century, the formation of the 
modern suburban shopping mall constitutes a key point in the process of development of the 
contemporary tridimensional specialized fabric.

The mall constitutes the simplest form of highly specialized fabric in the contemporary city. 
Through the use of a special bypass route that excludes internal routes from vehicular use, it 
operates a separation of traffic, fruition and flows that will be the basic element in special 
tridimensional fabrics characterized by different simultaneous uses and traffic flows at vari-
ous levels. In the mall, as in the others nodalities/polarities of the special route network, it is 
already possible to observe some important route’s knotting devices, such as the flyover node, 
which allow the coexistence and the mutual and controlled exchange of different traffic flows 
otherwise confused and paralyzed.

On the smallest scale, inside the mall and specifically in its anchors – department stores20, 
mindful of their downtown antecedents, it is possible to observe a tridimensional use of the 
routes, developed in continuity horizontally and vertically, by using the innovative perpetual 
movement allowed by escalators21.

17. Mature urban traditional paths and aggregates – mature suburban paths and aggregates.
18. Hindley G. (1972).
19. Longstreth R. (1997); Liebs C.H. (1995).
20. Coleman P. (2006).
21. Chung C.J., Inaba J., Koolhaas R., Leong S.T. (2001), pp. 337-369.
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Mature tridimensional developments

The vertical overturning of paths, combined with their differentiation and specialization, within 
the mall, are the pre-set for the subsequent development, a specialization process at larger scale.

Being part of the same process mall’s formation and specialized tridimensional fabric’s de-
velopment are closely interconnected. Looking at functional matter, for example, it is possible 
to evidence that from the first elaborations the tridimensional specialized city, similarly to 
mall, is experimented as a fabric, firstly in the field of leisure, space for pleasure and fun. Thus, 
Fourier’s utopian city is clearly mindful of Palais d’Orleans’ Galeries de bois22, the first case 
of specialized routes for pedestrians and for commercial use. Looking instead at more recent 
histories, in the mid-XX century, Victor Gruen23 is a key figure of this close-knit relationship 
between the development of the mall, of which gruen is considered the father, and that of 
tridimensional specialized fabrics. He simultaneously works in his prolific firm, on suburban 
mall projects such as Southdale center, (Edina-Minnesota, 1956), and pedestrianization projects 
for downtowns, degraded and abandoned after the migration of inhabitants to the suburb such 
as Multon Pedestrian Mall (Fresno – California). Gruen’s importance in the gradual develop-
ment of the idea of   a multi-level specialized fabric by transforming abandoned downtowns is 
also evidenced by his active presence in the CIAM 8 congress24. The application of the theory 
developed in the experimental in vitro mall fabric, at the urban scale of real cities will produce 
important results.

Europe and especially London is, for the quantity and quality of proposals produced during 
the immediate post-war period, the nerve center of the elaboration of multi-level specialized 
fabrics. In this city, rich in ideas also contributed by immigrants soviet avant-garde authors, 
escaped from stalinist Russia, it is possible to observe two distinct seasons devoted to the re-
flection on this topic. 

A first thought school, inflated by orthodox modernity ideas, with analytical separation of 
traffic and faith on the Corbusier predilection for the straight path against the donkey path, is 
then followed by interesting critical elaborations which attempt a problematic dialogue be-
tween the demands of the modern city and those of the urban heritage coming from the Euro-
pean historical centers, where often the proposals were to be inserted to fill the gaps produced 
by the Second World War destructions. If the first group of reflections can be emblematically 
represented by the theoretical and practice expression by L. Hilberseimer (Highrise city, 1924), 
Le Corbusier (Centrosoyuz building, Moscow, 1928-33) and soviet architectural environnement 
(B. Lubetkin’s Avtostroy town, 1932)25, the second one can be instead exemplified by Team 10, 
Candillis-Josic-Woods (Toulouse Lemirail, 1963; Project for reconstruction of Frankfurt Romemberg, 
1963), A. & P. Smithson (Berlin Hauptstadt, 1957-58)26 proposals. London itself is also the subject 
of many proposals, such as that of the Pedestrian way and the project for the Blitz area27. 

As in almost all cases of proposals developed in the European context, even constituting 
important steps in the process, most of them remained unbuilt. They were mostly projects 
on existing historical areas and buildings or on areas located next to the historic city that 

22. Ibid., p. 32.
23. Victor Gruen (1903-1980), American Austrian architect, specialized in the design of commercial spaces and suburban 

shopping malls and in the last part of his career urban fabrics with commercial specialization through various pedestrian 
mall and tridimensional special fabrics projects for American and European cities; see: Wall A. (2005).

24. James V., Yoos J. (2016), pp. 96-99.
25. Ibid., pp. 72, 40-41.
26. Ibid., pp. 66, 78, 77.
27. Ibid., pp. 214-215.
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experienced the strong resistance to modern architecture and urbanism of the European 
conservation culture. 

The rich and prolific phase of elaboration that took place in the second post-war period, 
mainly in London, had further overseas results, in former British colonies, such as Hong Kong 
(P. Abercrombie, Preliminary planning report, 1949; Colony Outplan document, 1969; Connaught 
place project, 1970) and Singapore (People’s park centre, 1970; Golden mile complex, 1974)28. 

But the huge work on this topic had also other unbuilt outcomes, through the activities of 
teaching and professional transmission to future generations of architects trained in British/
anglophone universities such as AA in London or, Harvard and MIT in US. 

In these universities and in the important linked professional firms, the idea of   a multi-level 
specialized fabric in its critical elaborations has populated debates and projects during many 
decades. Many Asian and North American students, such as the Canadian urban designer Vin-
cent Ponte (1919-2006), designer of the “Ville Souterraine” underground system in Montreal29, 
will find back in their birth countries fertile conditions for the development of multi-level 
ideas studied during university years.

North America and Asia resulted as the most important areas for the development of tridi-
mensional fabrics. Some more recent developments are concentrated also in the Arabian area 
such as that of Riyadh aerial enclosed city. All these are contexts in which the specialization 
and creation of dedicated specialized pedestrian networks responds to the problem of the in-
compatibility among pedestrian use and vehicular dividing one (Mumbai30, Hong Kong, Sin-
gapore), increased in many cases (Montreal, Riyadh31) by climatic conditions that, during long 
periods of the year, makes the pedestrian use of the mixed route uncomfortable, strengthening 
its character of dividing line (see: Figures 3 and 4).

4. Discussion/Conclusion 

4.1. Current challenges and transformation perspectives

Regardless of their differentiated development, at high/aerial or low/underground levels, all 
special tridimensional fabrics constitute the mature evolution of the suburban mall: fabrics 
made up of special routes and polarizations that all together recreate a synchronic concentrated 
urbanity, sort of compensation to the lack of sociality and community sense of contemporary 
suburban digital society. 

Although the intentions, these in vitro cities are actually facing big problematic issues pro-
duced by innovation and changes in each hosted activities. Generally, the digitalization process, 
for example the introduction of e-commerce or digital smart working, produces changes of 
needs for spaces in this special fabrics, that origin of a strong crisis. Furthermore, these fabrics 
share the problematic behavior and related future challenges due to an high level of imperme-
ability in relation to the surrounding context and a strong autonomy.

While in the case of the mall, a further fabric specialization process aimed at diversifying 
the activities hosted within the fabric (beyond the mere goods’ sale activity, nowadays carried 
out mainly via e-commerce) is still at the beginning, in the case of tridimensional fabrics, in-

28. Ibid.,, pp. 113-115; 210-211.
29. Deglise F. (2008); Boisvert M. (2011).
30. N. Mars, Landlink project, 2013; see: James V., Yoos J. (2016), pag. 204-205.
31. James V., Yoos J. (2016), p. 206.
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Figure 3. Bypassing traffic flows: Hong Kong and Mumbai pedestrian aerial tridimensional routes fabric, by Yoos, J. , 
James, V. (2016).

Figure 4. Bypassing rigid climates: Riyadh and Montreal pedestrian aerial/underground tridimensional routes fab-
ric, by Yoos, J. , James, V. (2016)
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stead, a similar process is already been partially developed. The many cases of tridimensional 
fabrics that include community polarities, which favor the character of public space, testify 
a much more ancient reflection about this problem, in the context of planning practice and 
theoretical reflection32.

The suburban shopping mall and retail in general in its formative / transformative process 
is going through a delicate phase of redefinition of spaces, in which the activity of physical 
exchange passes to have a secondary role, surpassed by that of goods’ cultural and sensorial 
experience. This fact leads to important physical transformations for the mall’s fabric: as it 
is no longer necessary the storage of large quantities of goods in warehouses, the commercial 
units are consequently transformed, reduced in surface, multiplied/subdivided and at the 
same time the space dedicated to the public is expanded and acts, both at the building and 
at the aggregative scales, as a cultural community functions’ propeller. In the perspective of 
accentuating this social and community condenser character of the commercial suburban 
mall, the fabric itself, in addition to the single building units, can specialize by knotting its 
courtyard spaces, previously dedicated to the storage and loading of goods33. These spaces be-
come community places, after the further specialization process, lead the fabric itself to act 
as a new urban core for the suburban city.

The future transformative perspectives for tridimensional specialized fabrics, similarly 
to those of suburban malls, go in the direction of a redefinition of fabric’s main spaces and 
transformation of residual ones, such as spaces resulting from the introduction of smart work-
ing, with few need in term of office spaces, and work digitalization, with a strong decrease of 
needed space for archives. 

These emptied spaces can become new places for community, true collective polarities that 
can act as new anchors for a non-commercial civil and social pedestrian flow.

The realization of these community polarities is a typological updating action for these fab-
rics, it drives them in the direction of greater connection, accessibility and enhancement of 
routes and polarities as public spaces. Meanwhile, it goes in the direction of counteracting the 
tendency of special fabrics to behave as closed enclave. This tendency is actually favored by the 
intrinsic development on several levels at different heights and, therefore, by the discontinuity 
of routes which even interconnected through escalators’ perpetual movement, show a less spon-
taneous walkability. 

The presence of strong community polarities on the upper floors, aimed at giving spaces for 
all citizens and not just closed groups of customers, constitutes a tool to confer, as in the hori-
zontal suburban city, an urban core to the dense contemporary tridimensional city, by trans-
forming special fabrics from being segregated “functional machines”, to “new urban centers”34.

In the described transformational perspective, specialized tridimensional fabrics, both those 
resulting from transformation and specialization of the old traditional downtown-historical 
centers, the ones newly formed in the suburban city or those located in the edge cities35, after the 
proposed further specialization become new urban centers for contemporary city, with their 
routes and polarization’s network as backbone of urban living.

32. Refer to the definition of the aerial routes’ network as social condenser in Fourier, to the already quoted soviet works 
by B. Lubetkin, to those presented at the CIAM 8.

33. Refer to existing cases such as Mall of America, Minneapolis, US, and to the transformation perspective described in: 
Buongiorno, V. (2019), pp. 126-148.

34. By paraphrasing Victor Gruen’s proposal for the mall’s transformation, from “selling machine” to “new urban nucleus”; 
see: Wall, A. (2005).

35. Edge cities: large tridimensional fabrics located in periurban areas, next to large infrastructures, dedicated to mixed 
functions (offices, hotels, etc), see: Dunham-Jones, E., Williamson, J. (2011) pp. 172-200.
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